Cognitive Emotions and Epistemic Virtues in Early Modern Philosophy

March 23-24 | Princeton University | 201 Laura Wooten Hall

Saturday, March 23

09:00–09:50  Breakfast in the lounge, Wooten Hall

09:50–11:00  Laura Kotevska (Sydney): Learning the New Rules of Logic: Regulative Epistemology at Port-Royal

11:00–11:15  Coffee break


12:30–13:30  Lunch in the Tower Room

13:30–14:40  Ariane Schneck (Bielefeld): ‘Forging their own chains’? Doxastic Autonomy and Women’s Liberation in Early Modern Philosophy

14:40–15:00  Coffee break

15:00–16:10  Martin Lin (Rutgers): Leibniz on the Grounds of Possibility

16:10–16:25  Coffee break

16:25–17:35  Alejandro Naranjo Sandoval (UC Davis): Conway and Monism

18:00–20:00  Dinner

Sunday, March 24

09:00–09:50  Breakfast in the lounge, Wooten Hall

09:50–11:00  Domenica Romagni (Colorado State): Descartes and Aesthetic Perceptions

11:00–11:15  Coffee break


12:30–13:30  Lunch in the Tower Room

13:30–14:40  Raphael Krut-Landau (independent scholar): Spinoza on Intensity

14:40–15:00  Coffee break

15:00–16:10  Dan Garber (Princeton): Spinoza’s Anti-Cogito

16:10–17:20  Drinks in the Tower Room

17:30–19:30  Dinner

Dinner spots limited. Email cdumitru@princeton.edu to sign up.